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Abstract
Tensor networks (TNs) are generated by a set of small rank tensors and definemany-body quantum
states in a succinct form. The correspondingmap is not one-to-one: different sets of tensorsmay
generate the very same state. A fundamental question in the study of TNs naturally arises: what is then
the relation between those sets? The answer to this question in one-dimensional setups has found
several applications, like the characterization of local and global symmetries, the classification of
phases ofmatter and unitary evolutions, or the determination of the fixed points of renormalization
procedures. Herewe answer this question for projected entangled pair states in any dimension and
lattice geometry (including, for example, the Kagome lattice, hyperbolic lattices, or tree tensor
networks), as long as the tensors generating the states are normal, which constitute an important and
generic class.

1. Introduction

TensorNetworks (TNs) provide uswith very efficient ways of describing quantum states in discrete systems.
They are particularly useful to describe ground [1] and thermal equilibrium states [1, 2] of localHamiltonians, or
to describe exotic phases ofmatter [3, 4]. Themost prominent examples arematrix product states [5, 6] (MPS),
which portray one-dimensional systems, and their higher-dimensional generalization, projected entangled pair
states [7] (PEPS). Their simplicity and special propertiesmakes themvery practical in numerical computations
[8–11], as well as in the characterization and classification of a variety of scenarios and phenomena. This
includes, for instance, the characterization of symmetry protected phases in spin [12–14] and fermionic [15]
chains, or topological order [4, 16, 17] in two dimensions, lattice gauge theories [18, 19], unitary evolutions
[20, 21], one-way quantum computing [7, 22, 23], or quantum tomography [24].

TN states can be defined on arbitrary lattices. They are generated by a set of tensors, An{ }, which are assigned
to each vertex and are contracted according to the geometry of the lattice. For regular lattices, the generated
states are translationally invariant (TI) if all the tensors are the same. A key feature of general TNs is that two
different sets of tensorsmay generate the sameTN state. This occurs, for instance, when they are related by a (so-
called) gauge transformation; that is, when the tensors of one set are related to the other bymatrixmultiplication
of the indices that are contracted, so that thosematrices cancel with each other once they are contracted. Let us
illustrate this withMPS. There, the tensorsAn have rank three: one of the indices corresponds to the physical
index, and the other two to the virtual ones that are contracted in order to generate the state. For a given value of
the physical index, i, the tensors are justmatrices, An

i. Obviously, the tensorsBn, with B X A X ,n
i

n n
i

n 1
1= +

- generate
the same state as the tensorsAn, whereXn are arbitrary non-singularmatrices. One of the fundamental questions
in the description of TNs is precisely if this is the only thing that can happen. That is, if two sets of tensors
generate the same state,must they be related by a gauge transformation? This question is crucial inmany of the
applications of TNs. For instance, when the answer is affirmative, it gives rise to a canonical formof describing
MPS [5, 25, 26]. Or,more importantly, it characterizes the tensors generating states with certain global or local
(gauge) symmetries [27, 28]. The reason is very simple: if a state is symmetric itmeans that an operation leaves it
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invariant; however, in general, it will change the tensors, so that the resulting ones should be related to the
original ones by a gauge transformation. This implies that symmetries in the quantum states can be captured by
symmetries in the tensors. This question is also decisive inmany other situations dealingwith string order [29],
topological order [17], renormalization [30], or time evolution [21]. Theorems answering such fundamental
questions about the structure of TNs are typically referred to as fundamental theorems.

Proving a fundamental theorem for themost general TN is impossible: even for two tensors generating TI
2DPEPS in anN×N lattice, there cannot exist an algorithm to decidewhether theywill generate the same state
for allN or not [31]. It is therefore necessary to impose restrictions to the TN (both on the geometry of the lattice
aswell as on the properties of the defining tensors). So far,most of the fundamental theorems concernMPS.
They have been proven for TI states [30, 32] as long as the two tensors generate the same state for any size of the
lattice. They have also been proven for not necessarily TI states for afixed (but large enough) system size for a
restricted class of tensors [33]. This class includes injective tensors, that can be inverted by just acting on the
physical index, i.e. there exists another tensor, A 1- , such that

A A ,
i

i i
,

1
, , ,å d d=a b a b a a b b

-
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢( )

aswell as normal tensors, that become injective after blocking a few sites. For 2DPEPS such theorems only exist
for restricted (but generic) classes of tensors: for normal tensors [33] and semi-injective tensors [34]. These
theorems require only afixed (but large enough) system size. The proof techniques, however, exploit the lattice
structure in a fundamental way and thus do not generalize to other geometries.

In this paperwe prove the fundamental theorem for normal (and thus also injective)PEPS in arbitrary
lattices (geometries and dimensions).We obtain that if two sets of such tensors generate the same state, then they
must be related by a gauge transformation. This generalizes the previous results as follows. First, we relax the
condition of an existence of a sequence of TNs (required in e.g. [30]) so that our results hold for afixed (but large
enough) size. The required system size is smaller than in [33]. Second, the TNs considered here do not need to be
TI, which is important when applying the results to local gauge symmetries. Third, the results hold for any
geometry (including, for instance, three dimensions or hyperbolic, as it is used in the constructions of AdS/CFT
correspondence [35, 36]). Additionally, we show that if a TI PEPS defined in a regular lattice is normal although
the tensors are different in different sites, then there exists a TI PEPS descriptionwith the same bond dimension
andwhere the tensors at every site are the same. Furthermore, the proof presented here uses a new technique:
even though it relies on a reduction to theMPS case, this reduction is done in a local way instead of ‘slicing’ a
PEPS into anMPS along one dimension.

2. InjectiveMPS

In this sectionwe define non-translational invariant injectiveMPS.We show that two suchMPS generate the
same state if and only if the generating tensors are relatedwith a gauge transformation (if theMPS contains at
least three sites). This extends the previously known results as herewe consider (i) a fixed system size and (ii)
non-translational invariantMPSwith closed boundary conditions.

A non-translational invariantMPS on n particles is a state

A A A i iTr ... ... ,
i

i i
n
i

n1 2 1
n1 2åYñ = ñ∣ { }∣

where each ik runs through a basis of the (finite dimensional)Hilbert space associated to the kth particle and each
Ak

ik is a D Dk k 1´ + matrix (D Dn 1 1=+ ). Fromnowon, wewill use graphical notation: each tensor is depicted by
a dotwith lines attached to it. The lines correspond to the different indices of the tensor; joining the lines
correspond to contraction of indices. For example, a scalar is represented by a single dot with no lines joining to
it, a vector is represented by a dotwith a single line attached to it, amatrix by a dotwith two lines attached to it:

the scalar product of two vectors, the action of amatrix on a vector and amatrix element can bewritten as

In this notation, theMPS Yñ∣ is written as

An injectiveMPS is anMPSwhere every tensor—if considered as amap from the virtual level to the physical one
—is injective, i.e.

2
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This is equivalent to the tensorAi admitting a one-sided inverse Ai
1- :

Notice that this immediately shows that the contraction of two injectiveMPS tensors is again injective; the
inverse of the obtained tensor is proportional to the contraction of the inverses of the individual tensors:

whereD is the dimension of the vector space assigned to the index connecting the tensorsA1 andA2.
In the rest of this section, we prove the twomain lemmas leading to the fundamental theorem.We also

illustrate how to use themby deriving the fundamental theorem for non-translational invariantMPS. In the
following, we consider two injective TNs generating the same state; the defining tensors of the twoTNs are
labeled byAi andBi. Thefirst lemma assigns a special gauge transformation to each edge of one of the TNs; the
second lemma shows that once these gauges are absorbed into the tensorsBi, the resulting tensors are equal toAi.

Lemma1. Suppose A B, are two injective, non-translational invariantMPS on three sites that generate the same
state. Then for every edge and for everymatrix X there is amatrix Y such that

Moreover, X and Y have the same dimension and there is an invertiblematrix Z such that Y Z XZ1= - . This Z is
uniquely defined up tomultiplication with a constant.

This lemmawill be used to assign a local gauge transformation to all edges ononeof twoTNsgenerating the same
state. These local gaugeswill thenbe incorporated into thedefining tensors; doing sowill lead to twoTNswhere
inserting anymatrixXonanybond simultaneously in the twonetworks gives twonew states that are still equal.

Theproof of lemma1 is basedon theobservation that any local operationon the virtual level canbe realizedby a
physical oneoneither of theneighboringparticles; and vice versa, twophysical operations onneighboringparticles
that transform the state the sameway correspond to a virtual operationon thebondconnecting the twoparticles.
Given twoTNsgenerating the same state, this correspondence establishes an isomorphismbetween the algebra of
virtual operations.Thebasis change realizing this isomorphism is the local gauge relating the two tensors.

Before proceeding to the proof, notice that due to injectivity of the tensors, if

then X X1 2= .

Proof of lemma 1.Consider now a deformation of the TNby inserting amatrixX on one of the bonds. This
deformation can be realized by physical operations acting on either of the two neighboring particles:

with

ð1Þ

3
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Notice that themappings X O1 and X OT
2 are algebra homomorphisms5. Thesemappings do not depend

onA3.
Consider now the converse: two physical operations on neighboring particles that transform theMPS to the

same state:

ð2Þ

InvertingB2 andB3, we arrive to

ð3Þ

for somematrixW, whereD23 is the dimension of the vector space on the edge 2, 3( ). Similarly, invertingB1 and
B3, we arrive to

for somematrixV. Therefore

and thus by injectivity,V=W. Therefore

ð4Þ

and themaps O W1  and O WT
2  are uniquely defined and are algebra homomorphisms.

Consider now two three-particle, non-translational invariant injectiveMPS generating the same state:

Deform theMPS on the lhs by inserting amatrixX on one of the bonds. By the above arguments, this
deformation is equivalent to any of the two physical operations:

As theMPS defined by theA andB tensors is the same state, these physical operators also satisfy

and thus, by equation (4), for everyX there is amatrixY such that

Due to injectivity of theB tensors, themapping X Y is uniquely defined.Due to injectivity of theA tensors, it
is an injectivemap. As the argument is symmetric with respect of the exchange of theA andB tensors, it also has
to be surjective (for everyY there is a correspondingX), and therefore themap X Y is a bijection (one-to-one

5
The virtual bonds of the tensorsAi read from left to right, thus the loops in equation (4) read clockwise; hence the transpose in the

mapping X OT
2 .

4
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mapping).Moreover, it is clear from the construction that it is an algebra homomorphism, as both X O1 and
O Y1  are algebra homomorphisms. Therefore themapping X Y is an algebra isomorphism. AsX (andY)
can be anymatrix on the bond, thismeans that the bond dimensions on the lhs and the rhs are the same and that
Y ZXZ 1= - for some invertibleZ and thisZ is uniquely defined (up to amultiplicative constant). ,

Lemma2. Let A A,1 2 and B B,1 2 be injectiveMPS tensors. Suppose that for all X and Y

Then A B1 1l= and A B2
1

2l= - for some constant l.

Proof. From thefirst equation, asX can be anymatrix

Similarly, from the second equation

Therefore, applying A2
1- to both equations, we get that

for somematricesZ andW. Applying the inverse ofB1, we conclude that bothZ andW are proportional to
identity and hence A B1 1l= . Similarly A B2 2m= for some other constantμ and 1m l= . ,

In the following, we showhow to use these lemmas for injectiveMPS to prove the fundamental theorem.
This is a special case of the next section, and only presented to explain the ideas.

Theorem1. Let the tensors Ai and Bi define two injective, non-translational invariantMPS on at least three particles.
Suppose they generate the same state:

Then there are invertiblematricesZi (i n Z Z1, , 1, i 1 1= ¼ + =+ ) such that

Moreover, the gaugesZi are unique up to amultiplicative constant.

Proof. First let us choose any edge, for example the edge 1, 2( ). Let us block the tensors A A,... n3 (and B B,... n3 )
into one tensor:

As injectivity is preserved under blocking, both a and b are injective tensors.With this notation, theMPS can be
written as a non-translational invariantMPS on three sites:

Therefore lemma 1 can be applied leading to a gauge transformZ2 on the edge 1, 2( ) that, for allXwith
Y Z XZ2

1
2= - , satisfies

5
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The lemma can be applied to all edges leading to gaugeZi on the edge i i1,-( ). After incorporating these gauges
into the tensorBi:

ð5Þ

we arrive at twoMPSwith the property that on every bond for everymatrixX

In particular

Let us nowblock theMPS into a two partiteMPS:

with

After this blocking, the requirements of lemma 2 are satisfied, therefore A B1 1 1l= ˜ . Similarly for all i, A Bi i il= ˜
and 1i il = . Notice that these il can be sequentially absorbed into the gaugesZi in equation (5). ,

Notice that if the twoMPS are translational invariant, i.e. the tensors at each vertex are the same, then the
gauges relating them are also translational invariant (up to a constant), as

which can be seen by inverting the tensorA.We conclude therefore that

Corollary 1. Let the tensors A and B define two injective, translational invariantMPS on n 3 particles. Suppose
they generate the same state:

Then there is an invertiblematrix Z and a constant , 1nl lÎ = , such that

Moreover, the gauge Z is unique up to amultiplicative constant.

3. Injective PEPS

In general, PEPS can be defined on any graph (no double edges are allowed, but there are extra edges attached to
every vertex that is associated to a physical particle). The state corresponding to the PEPS is obtained by placing
tensors on each vertex and contracting all indices corresponding to the edges of the graph. An example of a TN is
depicted below:

6
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This definition includes TNs such asMPS, 2DPEPS and higher-dimensional PEPS. It also includes PEPS defined
on arbitrary lattices, such as hyperbolic lattices used in the AdS/CFT correspondence [35, 36].

We say that the TN is injective if all tensors interpreted asmaps from the virtual space to the physical one are
injective. This is equivalent to the tensor having a one-sided inverse, as in theMPS case. Similar to theMPS case,
the contraction of two injective tensors results in an injective tensor.

One can group particles of the PEPS together treating them as one bigger particle. This regrouping can
naturally be reflected in PEPS. In particular, wewill block TNs to a three particleMPS as follows. Choose one
edge of the PEPS and group together all vertices except the endpoints of the edge. This regrouped tensor together
with the two endpoints of the edge forms a three-partiteMPS as illustrated below; notice that the resultingMPS
is injective:

ð6Þ

Consider now two injective PEPS defined on the same graph that generate the same state:

ð7Þ

After blocking toMPS as described above, we arrive at two injectiveMPS generating the same state; hence
lemma 1 can be applied. This establishes a gauge transformation on the edge 1, 5( ) of the original PEPS. Similar
regrouping can be done around every edge; applying then lemma 1 results in a gauge transformation assigned to
every edge. Define now the tensors Bi˜ by absorbing these gauges into the tensorsBi. For the resulting PEPS, we
have that for every edge andmatrixX

ð8Þ

To conclude that A Bi i il= ˜ , wewill need to use amore general version of lemma 2:

Lemma3. Let A A,1 2 and B B,1 2 be injective tensors. Suppose for all X on all edges

ð9Þ

Then A B1 1l= and A B2
1

2l= - for some constantλ.

Proof.W.l.o.g. suppose that there are three lines connecting the tensors. Similar to the proof of lemma 2, if
equation (9) holds for allX, then

7
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Applying now the inverse ofA2, we conclude that

InvertingB1 we conclude that the gauges Z U W, , satisfy

Z Z U U W WId Id Id ,
i

i i
i

i i
i

i i
1 2 1 2 1 2å å åÄ Ä = Ä Ä = Ä Ä( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

wherewe havewritten

Z Z Z

U U U

W W W .

i
i i

i
i i

i
i i

1 2

1 2

1 2

å

å

å

= Ä

= Ä

= Ä

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

Therefore all three gauges are proportional to the identity and thus A B1 1l= . Similarly we get A B12 2l= . ,

Let us nowblock the PEPS in equation (8) into two injective tensors: select one tensor and block all the others
into another injective tensor. These PEPS now satisfy the requirements of lemma 3 and thus for all i A B, i i il= ˜
for some constant il , giving the fundamental theorem for general injective PEPS (the constants il can be
incorporated into the gauge transformations):

Theorem2.Two injective PEPS—defined on a graph that does not contain double edges and self-loops—generate the
same state if and only if the generating tensors are related with a local gauge. These gauges are unique up to a
multiplicative constant.

As the defining graph cannot contain double edges and self-loops, the theorem is applicable forMPS of size
N only if N 3 , and for 2DPEPS of sizeN×M only if both N 3 and M 3 . As an illustration of the
theorem, for the two PEPS in equation (7) there arematrices Z Z Z Z Z, , , ,12 23 34 45 51 andZ25 such that

4.Normal PEPS

Wecall a PEPS normal, if blocking tensors in certain regions results in injective tensors. To derive the
fundamental theorem for this kind of PEPS, we use the same arguments as above after blocking tensors to
injective ones. This technique requires that the system is big enough to allow for blocking. This proof technique
presented here is not optimal in the required system size; we describe a proof technique giving tighter bounds in
appendix. For simplicity, we present the proof for a TI normal PEPS on a square lattice, but it can easily be
generalized to the non-TI case on any geometry.

8
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Before proceeding to the proof, we need the following lemma:

Lemma4.The union of two injective regions is injective.

Proof. LetA andB be two injective regions.W.l.o.g. the TN can be blocked as follows (missing edges do not
change the proof):

Notice that A B A B A B B AÈ È È= Ç( ⧹ ) ( ) ( ⧹ ). LetXnowbe a tensor such that

As the region A A B A BÈ= Ç( ⧹ ) ( ) is injective

Plugging back the tensor over the region A BÇ ,

Finally, the region B A B B AÈ= Ç( ) ( ⧹ ) is injective, hence inverting the tensor over that region gives

whichmeans that the region A BÈ is injective. ,

For example, if in a TI 2DPEPS every 2×3 and 3×2 region is injective, then the following regions:

are unions of smaller injective regions, and they are thus injective. Similarly, if the size of the PEPS is at least
5×6, then the regionT depicted below is injective:

9
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In the followingwe prove the fundamental theorem for a normal TI 2DPEPS. In particular, we prove it in
detail for the case where every region of size 2×3 and 3×2 is injective as in the examples above. Then, we
generalize the proof for any normal PEPS that is big enough to allow the necessary blockings.

Theorem3. Let A and B be two normal 2DPEPS tensors such that every 2×3 and 3×2 region is injective. Suppose
they generate the same state on some region n m´ with n m, 7 . Then A and B are related to each other with a
gauge transformation:

with 1n ml =· and X Y, invertible matrices. X and Y are unique up to amultiplicative constant.

Proof. Let us block the TN into three injective parts around an edge. This can be donewith e.g. the following
choice of regions:

whereA1 corresponds to the red region,A2 to the blue one andA3 to the rest. The regionA3 is injective as long as
the size of the PEPS is at least 5×7. Therefore a 7×7 PEPS can be blocked to injective three partiteMPS
around every edge (including the vertical edges that require a PEPS size at least 7×5). Therefore lemma 1 can be
applied giving a gauge transformation on every edge. Due to translation invariance, these gauges are described by
the samematrixX (Y) on all horizontal (vertical) edges.

Define now B̃ by incorporating the local gauges into the tensorsB, such as in the injective case:

The twoPEPS tensorsA and B̃ generate the same state.Moreover, inserting amatrixZ on any bond of thefirst
PEPS gives the same state as inserting the samematrixZ on the corresponding bond of the second PEPS.
Remember that lemma 4 implies that both

are injective regions and notice that the two regions differ in a single site.Moreover, if the PEPS is at least 5×5,
their complement regionsRc and S c are also injective. Let us denote the tensor on regionR asAR (BR˜ ) and on
region S asAS (BS˜ ). Then, by lemma 3, A BR Rµ ˜ and A BS Sµ ˜ . This can be represented as

Applying the inverse of A BR Rµ ˜ on the two ends of the equation, we get that the tensorsA and B̃ are
proportional. ,

The above proof can be repeated for any PEPS as long as it is possible to block into injective regions as
required by lemmas 1 and 3. This leads to the fundamental theoremof normal PEPS:

Theorem4. Suppose two normal PEPS generating the same state satisfy the following:

• they can be blocked into three partite injectiveMPS around every edge,

10
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• and for every site, there are injective regionswith their complements also being injective that differ only in the given site.

Then the defining tensors are relatedwith a local gauge.Moreover, the gauges are unique up to amultiplicative
constant.

Notice that this statement holds for afixed system size (which is big enough to allowblocking into injective
MPS), and translational invariance is not required. In case of a translational invariant system, the gauges are also
translational invariant (if the proportionality constants are not absorbed into the gauges). In the followingwe
present some special cases. For non-TIMPS, the statement reads as

Corollary 2. Let Ai i
n

1={ } and Bi i
n

1={ } two normalMPS on n L3 sites with the property that blocking any L
consecutive sites results in an injective tensor. Suppose they generate the same state:

Then there are invertiblematricesZi (for i n n1 ... , 1 1= + º ) such that for all i n1 ...=

Moreover, the gauges Zi are unique up to amultiplicative constant.

In appendixwe strengthen the statement to include system sizes n L2 1 + . For TIMPS, the statement
reads as

Corollary 3. Let A and B be two normal TIMPS on n L3 sites with the property that blocking L consecutive sites
results in an injective tensor. Suppose they generate the same state:

Then there is an invertiblematrix Z and a constant l with 1nl = such that

Moreover the gauge Z is unique up to amultiplicative constant.In appendixwe strengthen the statement to include
system sizes n L2 1 + . For 2DTI PEPS, the statement reads as

Corollary 4. Let A and B be two normal 2DPEPS tensors such that every L K´ region is injective. Suppose they
generate the same state on some region n m´ with n L3 and m K3 . Then A and B are related to each other
with a gauge:

with 1n ml =· and X Y, invertiblematrices.Moreover thesematrices X Y, are unique up to amultiplicative constant.

In appendixwe strengthen the statement to include system sizes n L2 1 + and m K2 1 + . Similar
statements can bemade for the non-TI case aswell as for other situations, including PEPS in 3 and higher
dimensions, other lattices (e.g. triangular, honeycomb, Kagome), and other geometries (e.g. hyperbolic, as it is
used in the AdS/CFT constructions [35, 36]).

Furthermore, the results hold for general TNs aswell (including tensors that do not have physical index),
provided that the TN satisfies the conditions in theorem4. An example for TNs that contain tensors without
physical index is the class of tree tensor network states [37]. For this particular class, our proofmethodworks,
thus given twonormal or injectiveTTNs generating the same state, the generating tensors are related to each
other by local gauges. A sufficient criterion for a binary TTNbeing normal is that the tensors are ofminimal
bond dimension [38].MERA [11] is an other class of TNs that contain tensors without physical index. For this
class, however, we did notfind a simpleway to block to three-partite injectiveMPS due to the particular
geometry of the network. Therefore, our proofmethod is not directly applicable forMERA.

11
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5. Applications

In this section we show how the above results can be applied in different scenarios. In particular, we consider
local (gauge) and global symmetries as well as translation symmetry of TN states. These operations have the
particular property that they leave the TN structure of the state invariant (including the injectivity property
of the defining tensors), therefore checking for such symmetries is equivalent to comparing two TN states. In
the case of local symmetries it is crucial that the presentedmethod does not rely on the translation invariance
of the describing tensors.

Consider a normal TNon n particles describing a state Yñ∣ . Suppose Yñ∣ admits a global symmetry:
U nY = YÄ . Then, if the TN satisfies the conditions in theorem4, the symmetry operators acting on the
individual tensors is the same as actingwith gauge transformations on the virtual level. For example, in TIMPS,
this is reflected as:

with 1nl = . Similar statements are true in the non-TI case (inwhich case the gaugesmight be different on every
edge) and for any geometry. If the state admits awhole symmetry group, the gauges form a projective
representation of that group on every bond.

Consider now a local (gauge) symmetry in a normal TN. If the symmetry is strictly one-local, it leaves each
tensor invariant. As an illustration, forMPS, if

then

as looking at the rest of the tensors, we conclude that all gauges are the identity. For two-local symmetries, if

then

Here, if the state is symmetric under awhole group of unitaries, then the gaugeZ forms a linear representation of
that group. Similar statements can be obtained for three-local symmetries as well as for any geometry provided
that the TN satisfies the conditions in theorem4.

Consider now translation symmetry.We prove that a TI state (defined on a regular lattice) that has a normal
PEPS description also has a TI PEPS descriptionwith the same bond dimension. This holds, for instance, for
injective and normal 2DPEPS andMPS. Belowwe provide the proof for injectiveMPS, but the proof can easily
be extended to the other cases aswell.

Corollary 5. Let the tensors Ai definean injectiveMPS such that the resulting state is translational invariant. Thenall bond
dimensions are the sameand the state has aTIMPSdescriptionwith an injective tensor B that has the samebonddimension.

Proof.Translational invariancemeans
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thus, by theorem1, there are invertiblematricesZi such that for all i (n 1 1+ º )

Therefore all tensors can be expressedwith the help of thefirst tensor (A1) together with some invertiblematrices
acting on the virtual dimensions of the tensor:

ð10Þ

with

L Z Z Z
R Z Z Z

... ,
... .

i i

i i

1 2 1

2 3

=
=

-

As R L Zi i 1
1

1
1=+

- - for all i, substitutingAi as in equation (10), the state can bewritten as

wherewe have used that A An 1 1º+ and thus R L 1n n1 1= =+ + , whichmeans that R Z Z Z...n n2 1
1= = - . This

means that the state admits a TIMPS descriptionwith the tensor

,

The corresponding statement for injective 2DPEPS is

Corollary 6. Let the tensors A i j,( ) define an injective 2DPEPS such that the resulting state is translational invariant.
Then all vertical (resp. all horizontal) bond dimensions are the same and the state has a TI 2DPEPS description with
an injective tensor B that has the same bond dimension.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have shown the ‘fundamental theorem’ for injective and normal PEPS: two such TNs generate
the same state if and only if the defining tensors are relatedwith a local gauge.Moreover, the gauges relating the
two set of tensors are uniquely defined up to amultiplicative constant. This result holds for afixed (but large
enough) system size. It is valid for any geometry, TI and non-TI setting, including 1D (MPS), 2DPEPS, higher-
dimensional PEPS, and other lattice geometries such as the honeycomb lattice, the Kagome lattice, tree tensors
networks, and the hyperbolic lattice used in theAdS/CFT correspondence. The proofmethod, however, is not
applicable for some other classes of tensors networks. These TNs includeMERA,wherewe did notfind a simple
way to apply lemma 1 due to the particular geometry of the network, or TNs describing topological order, where
the presence of virtual symmetries prevent the tensors to be normal.
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Appendix. NormalMPS: alternative proof

In section 4we have shown that two normal TNs generate the same state if and only if the generating tensors are
relatedwith a gauge transformation. In the proof, we have blocked tensors to injective tensors. This proof is not
optimal in the system size. For example, consider anMPS onfive sites
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where the blocking of any two consecutive tensors:

is injective. The proof in section 4 does notwork for this case as thisMPS cannot be blocked to a three-partite
injectiveMPS (as it is too short). Here we prove amore size-efficient variant of lemma 1 for this situation.

Lemma 4 implies that any region of at least size two is also injective. Now, similar to the injective case, for
every edge and everymatrixX andY, if

thenX=Y.
Consider now any virtual operationX on a given edge:

This operation can also be realized by three different two-local physical operators:

ðA1Þ
with

Notice that both X O1 and X OT
3 are algebra homomorphisms, but themap X O2 not necessarily.

Conversely:

Lemma5. Suppose that the state Y¢ñ∣ can bewritten as

Then there is a virtual operationX on the bond 2, 3( ) such that

moreover

and themaps O X1  and O XT
3  are uniquely defined and are algebra homomorphisms.

Proof. Invert the injective tensor on the region 45.We get

ðA2Þ
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Similarly, inverting the tensor on the region 51, we get

ðA3Þ

Therefore, pluggingA4 on the right side in equation (A2) andA1 on the left side in equation (A3), we get

Comparing the two ends of the equation, similar to equation (3), we get that

FinallyX=Y by comparing the states they generate. These relations defineX uniquely and by composition, the
maps O X1  and O XT

3  are algebra homomorphisms. ,

Notice that similar to the injective case, this leads to

Corollary 7. Let A and B be two normal TIMPS on n L2 1 + sites with the property that blocking L consecutive
sites results in an injective tensor. Suppose they generate the same state:

Then there is an invertiblematrixZ and a constantλwith 1nl = such that

Moreover the gauge Z is unique up to amultiplicative constant.

The arguments in lemma 5 can be applied for 2DPEPS as well. In the TI setting, this leads to

Corollary 8. Let A and B be two normal 2DPEPS tensors such that every L K´ region is injective. Suppose they
generate the same state on some region n m´ with n L2 1 + and m K2 1 + . Then A and B are related to
each other with a gauge:

with 1n ml =· and X Y, invertible matrices.Moreover thesematrices X Y, are unique up to amultiplicative
constant.

Sketch of proof.Weonly need to prove a statement similar to lemma 5. For that, notice that a virtual operation
on a given bond can be interpreted as a physical operation on any of the following four regions (in the case of
K L 2= = ):

We need to prove that conversely, any four physical operators on the above regions that transforms the PEPS
into the same statemeans that the transformation can equally be donewith a virtual operation on the highlighted
edge. The system size required to compare any two consecutive regions is only 5×5 (and in general,

L K2 1 2 1+ ´ +( ) ( )). Therefore, similar to lemma 5
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with open boundaries. Compare now the first and the last expression in the above equation.One can add two-
two tensors in the upper left and lower right corner and invert the resulting regions, leading to

This results in the desired virtual operation on the highlighted edge. The rest of the proof is the same as the proof
of theorem3. ,
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